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Abstract

The paper examines some of the significant new developments in the epistemological framing of systems theory, and their application within the information and management sciences. Specifically, the article argues that Information Systems (IS) – at its heart a systems-science – requires an ongoing discourse into how the metaphors of ‘living systems’, ‘complex systems’, and ‘complexity’ apply to the theoretical foundations of the IS discipline at large.

Pragmatically, the implications of developing a complex and living systems framework to investigate IS phenomena has the capacity to synthesise the very way information systems researchers consider their discipline, and the scientific inquiry of it. The “information system” becomes a decentralised, complex and evolving entity, where notions of chaos theory; system self-organisation; autopoietic and dissipative networks; emergence; entropy; and nonlinear dynamics; provide a rich and novel way to investigate system behaviours, human cognitive behaviours, and the management and business contexts in which those behaviours occur.
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INTRODUCTION

Systems theory (von Bertalanffy, 1950) emerged in the middle of the 20th Century. Although divergent in discipline application, the core idea of systems theory was the importance placed on the contextual relationships between the entities in any given system (Hammond, 2003). The concept of the interconnectedness of system entities was quickly embraced by emergent fields such as software engineering; and management sciences; and became the driving paradigm underpinning the design of most modern software and information systems (Jackson, 2000).

A recently identified issue; however, is that while the Social Sciences have continued to push and mould systems-driven theories, developing new complex areas of discourse, such as systemics (François, 1999); systems psychology (Olds, 1992); cognitive and family systems theories (Cooper, 2004); and novel applications of Living Systems Theory (LST) (Bailey, 1994; 2001; 2005); the Information and Management Science driven disciplines have lagged behind, for the most part still utilising the original models employed to develop the first computer languages, business, systems and management models (Knight, 2008).

FITTING SQUARES INTO ROUND HOLES

Systems Theory: Exploring New Paradigms

The purpose of this paper is to examine some of the significant new developments in the epistemological framing of systems theory (Ossimitz, 1997; Olsson, 2004) since the 1990s, with the goal of understanding what application they might have to the current state of IS research. In so doing, new paradigms can be examined, particularly in relation to how emerging models and theory might apply to a richer understanding of “systems” – be they information or business systems; and human socio-cognitive interaction with those systems. The application, and implications, of such insights should not be understated. At the very heart of IS as a discipline, is the concept of a “system”. Hence, the IS discipline, which examines the dynamic space between the human and ICT components of the information system, should be leading systems theory research from the forefront.
Complex Systems Theory

In simple terms, a system is a collection of organised parts. The parts, or entities, of a system can be: (1) objects – like the planets of a solar system; (2) concepts – units in a measurement system; (3) functions – market forces in an economic system; (4) controlling mechanisms – beliefs in a religious system; or (5) processes – like feedback mechanisms in a homeostatic system. Importantly, systems are seen to operate at multiple levels of “connectedness”, in that the parts of a system are not just the pieces of the whole, but they are the way those pieces synergistically relate to each other as well.

Systems theory, and more recently, complex systems theory is the theoretical study of the dynamic relationships between the parts that make up a system. What separates the two modes of thinking is that where systems theory, or more accurately General Systems Theory (von Bertalanffy, 1955; Boulding, 1956), attempted to build a mechanistic framework for conceptualising the commonalities of phenomena in various systems, complex systems theory is also concerned with what Loosemore (2007) calls the “Global-Local Disconnect” (GLD) phenomenon of complex systems.

The GLD of a complex system is the gap in scientific understanding between the characteristics observed in a system at a “local” point of relationship, and the unseen – but to this point assumed – relationship to the global, or whole system. In other words, complex systems theory, while still governed by many of the same principles as the original systems theories (in that systems are described as a network of interactive component parts) postulates that there are parts of the system that may not be scientifically known (Loosemore, 2007). Moreover, there are parts of the system that may never be scientifically known. Given that one of the most fundamental assumptions of the scientific understanding of systems behaviour is that the global behaviour of each system is related in a lawful, comprehensible way to the local (observable) mechanisms of the system (von Bertalanffy, 1955), this shift in paradigm (Kuhn, 1968), represented a complete turnaround in systems science thinking.

The implications of the new systems theory, if its conjecture of the GLD in complex systems is true, is that many of the scientific assumptions made previously regarding how systems work, are not necessarily correct. Loosemore calls this the “Complex Systems Problem” (2007, p159).

The Complex Systems Problem

“The Complex Systems Problem is the single biggest reason why a human-level artificial intelligence has not been built in the last fifty years”

(Loosemore, 2007; p160)

Loosemore’s assertion relates to the building of human-like characteristics into an ‘artificially’, or manufactured, technology-driven system. And the problem, as Loosemore describes it, lies in systems designers’ flawed assumptions regarding how their created system will behave.

Figure 1 illustrates Loosemore’s contention of the GLD between the scientifically observable objects and events of a system (local), and the scientifically unobservable objects and events of a system. Scientifically speaking, inferences are made of those phenomena not observed or understood, according to what is known about similar, local, phenomena.

The questions being addressed by Loosemore (2007) are no different to the scientific questions which have pushed and moulded scientific investigation since the birth of “modern science” during the 17th Century. That is; how can the scientist induce, or deduce, meaning about what is not known from what is known?
The “Static” Predictable System versus an Unpredictable System

Historically, the IS discipline has enjoyed a largely positivist-driven epistemology (Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991; Chen & Hirschheim, 2004), so the assumption of a static, ‘natural order’ in the systems concept has philosophically not proved to be widely problematic within the field’s research. The growing body of inductive, interpretivist-driven studies (Walsham, 1995; Chen & Hirschheim, 2004) over the last ten to fifteen years; however, has facilitated an epistemological shift within IS, resulting in the relatively wide acceptance of qualitative and mixed-method investigations. This same shift has occurred within many of the so-called ‘softer’ sciences (Donnoyer, 2006; Seymour, 2006; Contractor, 1999). It is somewhat puzzling then, that IS as a discipline, appears to have largely held a steadfast grip to the concept of the static, and therefore predictable system, which could be considered as somewhat of a paradox, in the context of the interpretivist researcher, who is said to hold to a non-predictable world-view.

The Epistemological Framing of Complex Systems

The incongruity of an interpretivist world-view within the context of a discipline-wide belief in the static, predictable system, is yet to be fully addressed in IS methodology or theory literature. Notwithstanding this point, the paradox has facilitated a growing acceptance of the Critical Realistic school of thought. Critical realism embraces a pluralistic world-view (Landry & Banville, 1992; Collier, 1994), where systems can be both predictable and unpredictable. The dissonance encountered by IS researchers using interpretivist methods in their research is able to be addressed in Critical Realism by the acceptance that reality itself is not just a social construct (as an interpretivist would believe) since it is able to pre-exist the social analysis of itself (Dobson, 2002). For the critical realist, only the knowledge of reality is subjective. Reality itself remains relatively objective and unchanging. This belief – that there exists a natural uniformity to ‘reality’ outside of the researcher’s interpretation of it – allows the critical researcher to better address what Hume calls “the problem with induction” (cited in Rosenberg, 1993) by assuming a degree of scientific predictability in the phenomena being investigated. In relation to the “predictable system” then, common ground can be found between the interpretivist assumption that the system is not predictable and the positivist assumption that it is.

Significantly, it is the assumed predictability of systems – and the relationships between the entities existent within them – which has driven modern scientific inquiry. Based on the scientific assumption that “the future will be like the past” (Wood, 2000), it forms the basic philosophical assumptions of deductive research. In fact, reductionist, empirical scientific inquiry such as hypothesis formation and testing, which behoves the researcher to design methodology which will limit investigative variables, can only take place within such an epistemology. That is, a belief schema based on the paradigm of the “predictable system”.

The possible limitations of this positivist world view has become increasingly apparent to numerous authors (Hjørland, 1998; Wallace, 1998; Pather & Remenyi, 2004) when it is applied to those systems which demonstrate themselves to have the capacity to evolve and change (Matthews, White & Long, 1999). These “complex adaptive systems”, the concept of which has now been embraced by a diverse range of scientific disciplines, from the biological to the social sciences, are the context of a type of explorative scientific inquiry which (1) recognises the existent GLD of complex systems; and (2) requires a broader epistemological framing (Ossimitz, 1997; Olsson, 2004) of systems theory.

The Living System

Living Systems Theory (LST), developed by Miller (1978), is a theoretical framework designed to investigate the ecology of complex systems. A living system is conceptualised as such for the reason that, amongst other characteristics, it is able to maintain its living state through being open and self-organising in the context of stochastic, unplanned, events (Matthews et al., 1999). More detailed descriptions of LST, and the eight system levels said to make up a living system can be found in Miller & Miller (1995) and Parent (1996). Miller & Miller (1995) also provide an extensive list of contextual applications of the theory.

The Information System as a Living System

As a living system, an information system would inherit the properties of all living systems, particularly those which enable them to be considered complex adaptive systems, with the ability to self-organise in the context of unplanned interactions. Significant to research within the IS discipline, is that the metaphoric constructs of a classified living system – called ‘sub-systems’ (Miller, 1978; Miller & Miller, 1992; 1995) potentially provide robust and novel frameworks by which to investigate a system’s structure, processes, and their relational connections (Bailey, 1994). Associated information system characteristics such as information input, user adoption and application, feedback patterns, system stress, and the like, can be investigated using an evolving paradigm which could finally reveal something of the complex human and social components of information systems interaction.
EVOLVING THE INFORMATION SYSTEMS PARADIGM

The need to evolve the ‘systems’ paradigm in the information and management science disciplines has become particularly evident in the more ‘human-centred’ areas of study, since not only is this a typical context of complex or adaptive system behaviours, it is also the nexus where cross-pollination of scientific discipline thinking has so often taken place in the past. For example, the adoption of social science driven models such as the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975) and Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) (Ajzen, 1991) provided the backbone for the widely researched Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) (Davis, 1986 & 1989).

The adoption of social science models into the information systems realm, while helpful in broadening the mode of inquiry to include human/social components of the system, has ultimately proved to be limiting in recent years because of the linear, predictive systems, approach adopted by IS research in general. Human behaviour is, in fact, extremely complex, the understanding of which may require a more diverse set of applied theories and methodological approaches than is currently typically manifest in information systems and research (Choudrie & Dwivedi, 2005; Bagozzi, 2007).

An Example of the Problem: Linear IS Models

The linear application of adopted social science models is particularly apparent in the user-ICT adoption models developed within IS over the last two decades. Interestingly there typically exists a lack of “feedback” loops within many IS models and frameworks used to investigate user ICT adoption (Knight, ND). Proposed as part of Knight’s (ND & 2008b) findings regarding the widely accepted Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) (Davis, 1986 & 1989) was the inclusion of an interactive, evolving construct, Perception of Interaction (PoI); and a feedback loop allowing for users’ general perceptions of a technology to evolve and change, as a direct result of their interaction with that technology. Individual and relationally complex components of human behaviour – such as degrees of cognitive dissonance; habitual interactions; and evolving levels of self-efficacy or self-confidence become part of a cyclical, adaptive TAM.

Feedback loops are a central paradigm of many systems-driven theories, from biology (Jacob & Monod, 1964) to economics (Alderson, 1965). Their lack of inclusion in the major IS-driven models, such as the TAM, may be indicative of both the adoption of linear methodological approaches within IS, as well as of the choice to adopt particularly linear social cognitive models. The social science models previously cited – i.e., TRA (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975) and TPB (Ajzen, 1991) both postulate a direct linear relationship between users’ behavioural intention (BI) and actual behaviour (B). This same postulate is then appropriated by the TAM to statistically analyse the relationship between users’ perceptions of Perceived Usefulness (PU) and Perceived Ease of Use (PEoU), to predict users’ technology acceptance and future interactions. Literally thousands of research papers later, the model is still reinforcing that “usefulness is useful” (Benbasat & Barki, 2007), and the direct causal relationship between users’ intention to behave a certain way and their actual behaviour remains one of the most “uncritically accepted assumptions in social science research in general, and IS research in particular” (Bagozzi, 2007). A fundamental problem with the TAM then, is that in the context of IS research, the theory which drives the model now needs to evolve and change in line with new systemic thinking (Bunge, 1979a & 1979b; Mugur-Schächter & Van der Merwe, 2002).

A Complexity Discourse

A few attempts to kick-start an IS driven academic discourse around complexity and associated topics have taken place, including special issues of the ACM’s Communications of the ACM in 2005 (Desai, 2005) Emerald’s Information Technology & People in 2006 (Jacucci, Hanseth & Lyttinen, 2006), and Palgrave’s Journal of Information Technology also in 2006 (Merali & McKelvey, 2006). These ground-breaking groups of papers remain, sadly, under-cited – with the nineteen papers published in these three special issues averaging less than four citations per paper annually (Google Scholar, 2010). New areas of research, such as Digital Ecosystems (Fiorina, 2006), are attempting to address some of the applications of complexity and complex adaptive systems to the building of better information systems, but it is still early days in this evolving discourse, which tends to concentrate on the “harder” areas of systems science, such as artificial intelligence (AI) and algorithm development.

In short, the application of systemics, complexity, complex adaptive systems, and living systems theories, are yet to be fully discussed in relation to the human and management aspects of IS research, including their applicability to frame investigations into common topics such as Information Management (IM); Human Computer Interaction (HCI); Business Systems Design; ICT Adoption; and so on; which collectively represent the types of topics central to the IS discipline’s impact on industry practice.
The Challenges involved in Developing a Complexity Discourse

The authors see three major challenges which need to be addressed before the IS field can engage a mature discourse around complexity and its application to our discipline. The first, relates to developing a better understanding of the basic constructs of complexity, particularly in relation to how differently those constructs frame typical IS research topics. The second challenge relates to how complexity theory fundamentally questions the fabric of predictable, reductionist science. And finally, the third challenge concerns a growing need for a degree of unification (Bridgeforth, 2005) between the various sub-constructs and concepts at hand in order to address what Goldstein (1994) and Contractor (1999) refer to as an increasing “confusion in the metaphor” of complex systems theory.

Challenge One: Constructs of Complexity & their Implications to IS Phenomena

Adaption & Emergence:

A central idea of the ‘complex system’ is that of adaptive change, the understanding of which involves the investigation of evolving, adapting and emergent behaviours and characteristics of a system (Gustavsson & Fredriksson, 2003). Emergence is the appearance of novel characteristics as system components interact with each other. Laszlo & Krippner (1998) describe this in terms of the whole being greater than the sum of its parts. The example Laszlo & Krippner (1998) use to illustrate their point is that of the human brain, made up of around ten thousand million individual neurons, with some hundred billion connections between them. The emergent properties of this dense system of neurons interacting together includes complex characteristics such as cognition, emotion, motion, and sensation. Significantly, Laszlo & Krippner conclude their illustration with a reminder that “none of these characteristics and functions can be found in individual neurons” (1998; p11). By articulating this point, the authors call into question the suitability of using the reductionist method of isolating sub-component parts of a system – in order to scientifically investigate them, since it is their interconnectedness that results in their emergent behaviours.

It is this apparent epistemological dispute with our scientific pre-disposition to isolate and conceptualise phenomena in terms of a mechanistic, cause/effect, predictable system; which places Complexity Theory squarely at the forefront of a Kuhnian paradigmatic shift (Merali, 2006), where required shifts in thinking are much more than methodological (De Green, 1996), but constitute an overhaul of the very assumptions made about how science and systems work.

The implications of developing a complex and living systems framework with which to investigate IS phenomena is therefore profound. Ultimately, it has the capacity to synthesise the very way information science researchers consider their discipline, and the scientific inquiry of it. The “information system” becomes a decentralised, non-linear, dynamic and adaptive entity; where notions of chaos theory (Lorenz, 1963; Francois, 1997); system self-organisation (Collinge, 1999); autopoietic and dissipative networks (Maturana, 2002); emergence (Minati et al., 2001); entropy (Prigogine & Stengers, 1984) and nonlinear dynamics (Harter, 2003; Kozma & Tunstel, 2005) provide a unique and novel way to investigate the complex world of the information system

Redundancy:

The concept of “Redundancy” in the context of systems-science provides an example of how complex-systems thinking is able to impact on epistemological framing of an IS Research project – and how this can eventually lead to a Kuhnian type paradigm shift.

Redundancy in the Business and Management Sciences has had a long history of being viewed as inefficient and wasteful (Landau, 1969). The non-use of pathways within an information system in particular, and worse still any duplication of business process in the system is seen as a characteristic marked for removal. Significantly, in complex-systems thinking, redundancy is now being considered and theorised as an essential component of a living, adaptive system’s capacity to cope with stochastic events. In the field of neurology, the plasticity of the brain is becoming increasingly apparent, as previously redundant, in-active, neurological pathways become engaged into action after a predominant neurological pathway is damaged from a brain injury (Stiles, 2000). In genetics, far from being a passive characteristic, recent research paints redundancy as an integral part of the ready-to-be-used arsenal of genetic material (Moss, 2006; Kafri, Springer & Pilpel, 2009). In fact it appears now that large amounts of genetic material sits dormant – as if dormant were the ‘default’ position for much living matter. DNA waits for specific chemical reactions to switch it “on” so it can become a tail, or a pair of legs.

Why nature should keep so many of its redundancies is still a matter of conjecture, and represents an exciting area of biological and natural science research. It’s application to the complexity scientific discourse within IS also promises to be profound, as previous models of business and systems which advocated the removal of system redundancy and duplication begin to demonstrate they may result in less resilient information and business systems.
Challenge Two: Broader Methodologies for Investigating the Complex System

“If the new theories function just as new tools (like a new form of regression analysis), then the social sciences may find that the exciting and challenging aspects of social reality have been usurped... and that traditional economics, sociology, political science, and so on, have become increasingly irrelevant.”

(De Green, 1996; p292)

An important point to remember in understanding scientific investigation as a process, is that it is, itself, constructed, regardless of epistemological or methodological approach. The scientific understanding of specific systems and any of their interconnected characteristics, are abstracted concepts, imposed on the object(s) being observed. It is the conceptualisation then, of phenomena – at both a systems and system-component level – which lies at the heart of communicating scientific investigation. For the systems-scientist, the interconnected relationships between the component parts of a system, as well as the objects themselves, form the scientific constructions of systems investigation. This mode of inquiry – the understanding of the complex relationships between component parts of a system – requires the researcher consider a broader set of methodological approaches (De Greene, 1996; Mathews et al., 1999; Priami, 2005) than is currently the overriding norm in IS research.

Some Implications of a Complex Systems Theory for IS

“From a very early age, we are taught to break apart problems, to fragment the world. This apparently makes complex tasks and subjects more manageable, but we pay a hidden, enormous price... we lose our intrinsic sense of connection to a larger whole.”

(Senge, 2006)

Outcome: Trans-disciplinary Approach to Scientific Practice

A systemics approach is – by its very nature – interdisciplinary. In fact, Capra’s (1982) theory of living systems combines fields as diverse as thermodynamics/physics, bioscience, and cognitive science (Gunaratne, 2007). The use of complex systems theory then, engenders a researcher to engage multi-dimensional approaches in their research. This represents a significant shift in the practice of scientific investigation, given that scientists – in the interests of limiting variables; decreasing ambiguity (Seymour, 2006); and by default, increasing validity and generalisability; – typically study small, isolated parts of phenomena.

This forced interdisciplinary approach (Contractor, 1999) has the potential to provide what Laszlo & Krippner (1998) call a “trans-disciplinary framework” for simultaneous critical and normative exploration of scientific perceptions and conceptions of phenomena, and the evolving relationship between the two. This amounts to what could be described as an ongoing dialogue between the researcher and the researched, where the opportunity to discover something truly new is increased exponentially.

Authors like Contractor (1999) contend that this is where systemic approaches to investigating complex problems have the potential to bring together heterogeneous cohorts of scholars, who collectively have the manifold skills required. Certainly, the bringing together of researchers from multiple disciplines has historically proved to be an effective strategy in any dynamic research centre. The multi-researcher/multi-disciplinary strategy, in the context of a systemic approach however, is not only considered to be an absolute necessity, it also has the potential to become a serendipitous representation of a complex, dynamic, and living system (of knowledge) in its own right.

Challenge Three: Consistency in the language

A natural outcome of bringing researchers from diverse disciplinary backgrounds into the same investigative space, is that there will inevitably be an increase in the variables of scientific language and understanding. Goldstein (1994) and Contractor (1999) both refer to this problem in terms of an increased “confusion in the metaphor” of complex systems. Johnson & Burton (1994) have been highly critical of complexity theory for this very reason, stating that the various discipline-specific discourses into complexity and complex systems theory can appear to be contradictory, making the metaphorical use of complexity in systems empirically problematic.

Bridgeforth (2005) contends that complex systems theory requires “unification”, in much the same way that the physical sciences are attempting to unify Einstein’s Relativity theory and Quantum Physics theories through concepts such as “String Theory” (Greene, 1999). Although a unified complex systems theory might well serve to address the considerable variations in discipline-specific terminology used to describe similar phenomena (Goldstein, 1995), it may yet do little to address discipline-driven differences in definitions of basic scientific constructs. A biologist’s definition of the scientific term “structure”, for example, is significantly different to that of a sociologist’s (Gunaratne, 2007).
In the defence of complex systems theory, and complexity theory in general; however, it should be noted that the various scientific discourses pertaining to the topic are relatively new. It is important to remember that the physical sciences remained divided over a ‘natural forces’ unifying theory (the leading candidate now being String Theory) for almost the entire 20th Century. Notwithstanding this point, it could be suggested that there is a degree of irony in any attempt to “unify” a theory which holds to a philosophical world-view that to try and do so, is to attempt to unify that which might just be un-unifiable.

CONCLUSION

“The true value of the (complex system theory) approaches may lie more in a revision of our way of thinking about social science processes and how the study of those processes should be approached.”

(Mathews et al., 1999)

The goal of this article was to examine some of the central themes within complex and living systems theories to raise the level of discourse associated with their applicability to paradigmatic IS theory. The implication that the complexity sciences challenge many of the fundamental principles upon which traditional scientific inquiry is founded (Kiel & Elliott, 1996) is paramount to the arguments presented herein. Which shape the contention that observed phenomena in science, and specifically the complex relational phenomena examined in the information sciences, invariably require the use of multi-disciplinary (Laszlo & Krippner, 1998), multi-method (Landry & Banville, 1992), approaches.

In the context of the IS discipline, the paper questioned the tenant assumption of the “stable” or “predictable” system, a paradigm central to the reductionist, positivist, school of thought which has driven scientific inquiry for the last four hundred, or so, years. In a time in human history, when science is being asked to solve some of the most complex problems ever faced, the social sciences in particular, are leading the way in a discourse which pushes scientific inquiry past what Contractor (1999) describes as “typical hypotheses testing... in the ‘deliberation of the obvious’”. (p164).

The same challenge presents itself to the information sciences, which typically examine multiple phenomena, in diverse and complex problem settings. Amongst other things, the development of a complex and living systems framework with which to investigate IS driven phenomena, involves the opening of a robust discourse, in which the discipline has the opportunity to become truly innovative and at the forefront of explorative systems thinking. Central to this paper then, is the implication that without this discourse, IS may stagnate in the detail, and (alas) the relative monotony, of the deductive analysis of that which is already known.
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